
Delaware Art Museum’s
African American Artists Wikipedia Edit-a-Thon 

presented by PNC Arts Alive

November 6, 2021

Training and event support provided by Wikimedia DC
While you wait, please open today’s event page. 

1) Go to en.wikipedia.org, 2) Enter WP:110621 into the search bar
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Agenda

1. Welcome
2. Wikipedia Editing Training
3. Open editing
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Wikimedia DC is the regional outreach organization for Wikipedia and the other 
projects of the Wikimedia Foundation. Our mission is to promote participation in 
Wikimedia projects in Washington, DC, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Delaware and throughout the United States.

Ariel Cetrone - Institutional Partnerships Manager 
Wikipedia Username: @Ariel  Cetrone (WMDC)

WikimediaDC.org

Wikimedia DC
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The purpose of the Safe Space Policy ("Policy") is to ensure that the events and 
programs operated by Wikimedia District of Columbia ("Wikimedia DC") are free of 
harassment and other unwelcome behavior.

This Policy applies to all events where Wikimedia DC has both authority and 
reasonable means to implement the provisions of this Policy. It further applies to all 
programs operated by Wikimedia DC and all spaces, whether physical or virtual, 
under Wikimedia DC control.

Access the full policy at WikimediaDC.org or on today’s wiki event page

Safe Space Policy
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Attendees will:

● Gain an understanding of Wikipedia’s pillars and policies

● Learn how to:
○ edit existing Wikipedia articles
○ create new articles

With the goal of:

● Improving Wikipedia by adding and editing content related to artists featured in 
Afro-American Images 1971: The Vision of Percy Ricks 

Today’s Objectives and Goals
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Attendees will:

● Use the Outreach Dashboard to create Wikipedia usernames and log in to 
Wikipedia

● Use the Wikipedia event page to view the article work list and potential sources

● Reserve articles using a shared Google sheet

Today’s Objectives



Event tools
Event Page, Dashboard & 

Google Sheet
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Wiki Event Page
1. Go to en.wikipedia.org 
2. Search: WP:110621

Event Dashboard
1. Go to event page and select 

dashboard

Google Sheet

Wikimedia page with links to 
Wikipedia policies, practices, 
tools, and today’s slidedeck. 

Includes:

● Article work list organized by 
quality

● Links to useful secondary 
sources

Remains live and accessible after 
the event.

A page that track edits made 
during the edit-a-thon. 

Includes:

● Create Account and Log-in 
● Tracking functions to 

measure outcomes

Used to reserve articles in order 
to avoid cross-editing

Event Management Tools
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Wiki Event Page

Go to en.Wikipedia.org, search WP:110621

Log-in (top right, if it doesn’t happen 
automatically
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Event Dashboard:  bit.ly/DelArt

Log in with your Wikipedia username or 
Sign up to create one
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Google Sheet



     Wikipedia
What exactly is it, anyway??? 
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Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia based on a 
model of openly editable content. It is the largest and most popular general 
reference work on the Internet. [Wikipedia] is supported by the Wikimedia 
Foundation, a non-profit organization which operates on money it receives 
from donors.

From Wikipedia (en)

What is Wikipedia?
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“Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet 
is given free access to the sum of all human knowledge. 
That's what we're doing.”

-Jimmy Wales, co-founder, Wikipedia

Wikipedia:  the 21st-century encyclopedia

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/World
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Free
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/All


Free as in beer, Free as in freedom ... gratis et libre

Created and edited by volunteers

Overseen by nonprofit Wikimedia Foundation

All edits and versions recorded forever (revision 
history)

6+ million articles, 270+ languages
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About us



All content freely licensed without restrictions

Creative Commons Attribution Sharealike or 
Public Domain

Written content or image/video/audio uploads

Wikimedia Commons - multimedia repository
commons.wikimedia.org 

Commercial re-use is absolutely allowed. Google, 
publishers...
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Free...
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Wikimedia

Wikimedia, is the global community of 
contributors to Wikimedia Foundation 
projects. The movement was created 
around Wikipedia's community, and has 
since expanded to the other Wikimedia 
projects.

● Wikipedia, a web-based encyclopedia

● Wiktionary, a dictionary

● Wikibooks, educational textbooks

● Wikinews, news articles

● Wikiquote, a collection of quotations

● Wikisource, a library of source texts 

and documents

● Wikiversity, educational material

● Wikivoyage, a travel guide

● Wikispecies, a taxonomic 

catalogue of species

● Wikimedia Commons, a data 

repository of media like 

images, videos and sounds. 

● Wikidata, a common source 

of data, also accessible by 

the other projects

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_community
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiktionary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikibooks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikinews
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikiquote
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikisource
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikiversity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikivoyage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikispecies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Commons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikidata


Wikipedia
Basics, 

Policies, and
Oversight
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● A website where anyone can edit any page at any time
● Meant to be "quick"
● Remembers all versions (nothing ever destroyed)
● Hyperlinks between pages
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Wiki



● Wikipedia is an encyclopedia
● Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view
● Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use, edit, and 

distribute
● Wikipedia's editors should treat each other with respect and 

civility
● Wikipedia has no firm rules

WP:Pillars
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Wikipedia:  Five Pillars



● Neutral Point of View - written so all sides can agree (WP:POV)

● Notability - significant independent sources -> importance (WP:N)

● Verifiability - Using reliable sources to reference information (WP:V)

● No original research - point to existing scholarship (WP: NOR)

● Assume good faith - start with congenial spirit (WP:GF)

● Conflicts of interest - disclose and abide by terms of service (WP:COI)
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Wikipedia Policies



Articles should be based on reliable, published sources. If no reliable sources 

can be found on a topic, an article should not exist.

Wikipedia: Reliable sources

WP:RS

Reliable sources
per WP guidelines

● Published scholarship (print or online)
● News organizations
● Vendor and e-commerce sources  (Can be used to 

verify awards won, album length, etc.)
● Biased or opinionated sources (Only when trying to 

report the existence of one side of a topic, debate, 
etc.)

Unreliable sources
per WP guidelines

● Questionable sources. (Those with a poor reputation 
for checking the facts or with no editorial oversight)

● Self-published sources - online and paper*
● Primary sources*

* These can be added to external links section, but should 
not be cited
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Article Quality Assessment

WP:ASSESS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Content_assessment


Wikipedia’s 
Gender Gap
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Wikipedia Editor Gender Gap 



Percentage of women’s biographies
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November 2014

15%

English language 
Wikipedia

November 2021

19%

English language 
Wikipedia

Content gender gap? Make the invisible visible



Preparing to edit:
Setting Editing

Preferences
27
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VisualEditor 
‘Edit’ button

Source Editor
‘Edit source’ button

VisualEditor is a "visual" way of editing Wikipedia 
that does not require editors to learn wiki markup. 
Until Visual Editor, editors had to learn wiki 
markup to make most edits. 

VisualEditor works like a word processor. While is 
simpler to use, the Source Editor can be more 
effective for some tasks.

Source editor uses Wikitext, also known as Wiki 
markup or Wikicode, which consists of the syntax 
and keywords used by the MediaWiki software to 
format a page. 

Wikipedia Editing Tools
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1. Open the Wiki event page or any Wikipedia article

2. Select ‘Preferences’ (Top right)

Set Editing Preferences: Activate Visual Editor
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3.   Select the ‘Editing’ tab

Set Editing Preferences: Activate Visual Editor
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4.   Scroll down to ‘Editor’

5.    Select ‘Show me Both 
Editor Tabs’ from the 
‘Editing Mode’ dropdown 
menu

6.  Save (bottom left)

Set Editing Preferences: Activate Visual Editor



User Page
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● All users/editors are 
assigned a user page

● Access user page by 
selecting your 
username (top right)

User Page
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● Share information 
and interests

● Use is optional unless 
editing as part of 
official duties

User Page
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About Me

I am a paid employee of XYZ organization. We are working to make our resources more 
accessible to the public by working directly with Wikipedia.

Conflict of interest statement

I am editing Wikipedia as part of my official duties at XYZ organization. I will abide by 
Wikipedia's accepted practices on conflicts of interest, neutrality, and notability. Because the 
mission of XYZ organization is in line with Wikipedia's mission to disseminate knowledge, I will 
not make edits that I do not believe are in accordance with Wikipedia's practices and 
procedures. If you believe I have made an error or violated Wikipedia’s norms, please let me 
know.

User Page: Sample Conflict of Interest Statement
For those editing as past of their professional duties
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● Receive messages
● Communicate with other users

Talk Page



Tabs and
Article Anatomy
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Sample Article
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Exploring Tabs: Article history

View all edits ever made by selecting ‘View History’

Edit 
summary

Editor 
usernameDate
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Exploring Tabs:  Talk Page - Community Discussion

Discussion
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Lead paragraph/s:
Emboldened name, DOB, 

notability statement/s

Main photo or 
Infobox 

placement

Article Sections: Lead Paragraphs and infoboxes

Remainder is mostly chronological
See: WP:Manual of Style for guidance
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Article Sections: References

References or 
notes 

(Inline citations) 
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Additional Sections

Categories



Editing Existing 
Articles

44
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Edit buttons 
Edit = Visual Editor, Edit Source = Code

1. Open a Wikipedia  article
2.  Select ‘Edit’ 

3.  Add and remove text as you would in a word processor

Unsure if you are in Visual Editor? Are you not seeing the ‘Edit’ button?
Select ‘Edit Source’, select the Pencil (red), select ‘Visual editing’

Formatting buttons

Editing with Visual Editor
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1. Place cursor in desired location

2. Select ‘Cite’

3. Select ‘Automatic’ (for URLs, 
etc.), ‘Manual’ (to customize 
fields), or ‘Reuse’ (to cite a 
source that has already been 
used)

4. Select the type of source you 
are citing (Book, web, etc.)

Citing Your Sources
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5.       Complete to fields. Those with 
asterisks are required, but fill out 
others if possible

6.      Select ‘Insert’

Citing Your Sources
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Adding Sections
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Adding Sections with Headings

1. Place cursor    

2. Select ‘Paragraph’  

3. Select ‘Heading’

4. Add heading text

5. Select enter/return to 
continue with regular 
font
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Creating Links Between Wikipedia Articles

1. Select text

2. Select link icon

3. Select article and 
‘Done’

*When adding an external link in 
an external links section, enter 
the  title of what you are adding, 
highlight the text, select the link 
icon, paste a URL, and select 
‘Done’.
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Adding Photos with Wikimedia Commons

1. Place cursor in desired 
location (left or right)

2. Select: ‘Insert’ + Media’
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Adding Photos with Wikimedia Commons

3.   Enter search term  

4.   Select photo + ‘Use this 
image’
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Adding Photos with Wikimedia Commons

5.   Caption your image and add 
alternative text

6.   Select ‘Insert’
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1. Leave Editing mode
2. Select +
3. Type the category name into the field, i.e. 20th-century 

American women artists . Only existing categories will 
appear in the list of options. You may create new categories.

4. Select ‘Apply Changes’

Adding Categories
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To quickly abandon changes made to an article, select ‘Read’ (next to 
Edit/Edit Source) and your edits will not be saved.

Publish changes

1. Select ‘Publish 
changes’

2. Add brief not in ‘Edit 
Summary’ field

3. Select ‘Publish 
changes’ once more
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● ‘Copy and Paste’ is acceptable between WP articles as long as content 
is relevant
○ Original articles/editors should be  credited using the ‘Edit 

Summary’ box

● New editors: Start with short articles (Stub and Start class)

● New, but short articles are still worth publishing
○ Prove notability by citing at least three verifiable, credible sources
○ Create hyperlinks

Additional tips



Creating 
New Articles 

Three Methods
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1. Select Sandbox (top right)

2. Select Edit or Edit Source

3. Write the article. (Tip: Publish often. Each ‘save’ will count towards a 
new editors’ edit count)
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Method 1: Creating Articles with Sandbox
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4.     When ready, move the Sandbox article to Wikipedia main space
● From Sandbox, select ‘More’ then ‘Move’

Method 1: Creating Articles with Sandbox cont.
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● Under ‘New title’, 
change ‘User’ to  
‘Article’ 

● Change Sandbox title to 
the name of the article

● Select ‘Move page’

Method 1: Creating Articles with Sandbox cont.
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1. Enter Draft:Article title into the WP search bar 

2. Click the red link to start the article

3. Start writing and publish as you go

Draft:Article title

Method 2a: Start a Draft
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4.     Move the draft to Wikipedia main space
● From the draft, select ‘More’ then ‘Move’

Method 2a: Start a Draft cont.
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● Under ‘New title’, 
change ‘Draft’ to  
‘Article’ 

● Remove ‘Draft:’ from 
the name of the article

● Select ‘Move page’

Method 2a: Start a Draft cont.
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Or...



1. Search Wikipedia: Article Wizard in the WP search bar

2. Follow prompts

3. Publish in draft form 
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Method 2b: Start a Draft with Article Wizard



● Enter Article title into WP search bar

● Click the red link to start the article

● Create

● Publish
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Article title

Method 3: Creating Articles in Wikipedia Mainspace



Uploading Photos or 
Files to Wikicommons
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1. Go to commons.wikimedia.org
2. Select ‘Upload’

Adding Images or Files



3. Select media files to share

Adding Images or Files



4.  Select ‘Continue’

Adding Images or Files



5.  Select Address Copyright

Adding Images or Files



5a.  Release the rights if it is your own work

Adding Images or Files



5b.  If not your own work, 
name the source and 
select the appropriate 
Creative Commons 
license or another reason 
why it is license-free or in 
the public domain 
(Pre-1926, published for 
the US government, etc.)

Adding Images or Files



6.  Describe the image

Adding Images or Files



7.  Add metadata 
(optional), 
i.e. Depicts Footbridge

8. Publish

Adding Images or Files



Event tools
Wikipedia, Event Page & 

Dashboard
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Event Dashboard
Go to bit.ly/NMWA2021 or use link in chat

Wiki Event Page
1. Go to en.wikipedia.org 

2. Search: WMDC-NMWA2021

A tool used to manage article work lists and track 
edits made during edit-a-thons or initiatives

Includes:

● A login button to enroll attendees in the 
programs using Wikipedia usernames and 
passwords

● A feature that allows participants to select 
articles in order to avoid cross editing among 
event attendees.

● Tracking functions for organizers to measure 
outcomes

Wikimedia page with links to Wikipedia policies, 
practices, tools, and today’s slidedeck. 

● Includes links to useful secondary sources, 
organized by subject, that may be used when 
editing

● Remains live and accessible after the event.

Event Management Tools
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Suggested work flow

Reserve articles and begin 
editing using sources from 
the event page/other 
sources

Dashboard

Browse article list and view 
secondary sources

Event page

Remove articles from 
‘My Articles’ list when 
done

Release
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Event Page: Finding Secondary Sources

1. Go to en.wikipedia.org 
2. Search: WMDC-NMWA2021
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Event Page: Finding Secondary Sources

1. Go to en.wikipedia.org 
2. Search: WMDC-NMWA2021
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Event Dashboard:  bit.ly/NMWA2021

Log in with your Wikipedia username or 
Sign up to create one
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Event Dashboard: Reserving Articles
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Event Dashboard: Reserving Articles
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Event Dashboard: Reserving Articles
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Event Dashboard: Reserving Articles

bit.ly/WikiSTEM



Questions? Let’s Edit!
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Now playing: 

Notable Women 

without Wikipedia 

Articles Spotify playlist

For future assistance or questions, contact:

Ariel Cetrone - Institutional Partnerships Manager 

Wikipedia Username: @Ariel  Cetrone (WMDC)
ariel.cetrone@wikimediadc.org


